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ADMISSION CRITERIA
What is the eligibility for admission?
Ans:- Admission for first year-Min. 35% in 10th Standard
Admission for D2D-Min. 35% in 12th Standard
What is the eligible criteria for OMS students?
Ans:-The candidate from outside Maha-rashtra state must have passed SSC exam from an
institute recognized by MSBSE, Pune, and Maharashtra with subjects
(a) General Science or Physics and Chemistry,
(b) Mathematics or Algebra and Geometry, and
(c) English with individual passing in each subject by securing min. 35% marks in
aggregate for open category and any other category Admission Rules &Regulations
will be as per DTE, Mumbai.
Note: The term ‘aggregate marks’ used here shall mean the grand Total of marks obtain by
candidate taken together for all the subjects, either compulsory or optional.
How can I pay the fees?
Ans. You can pay your fees by cash or DD in the favor of Principal G. H. R. P. Jalgaon.
In how many installments I can pay the fees?
Ans. Students have to pay minimum Rs. 5000 at the admission and till November remaining
fess has to be paid.
How can I fill admission form?
Ans. First,you have to visit ARC centre with all the required documents.Then you have to
register yourself for polytechnic admissions.Aftersomedays,you have to fill optional
form and depending on your choices of colleges,you will awarded one college.
How many cap rounds are there?
Ans.There are three cap rounds and one councelling round
Which documents are required for admission?
Ans.1)8th,9th,10thmarksheet or performa Z
2)Leaving certificate.
3)Caste certificate
4)Non creamy layer
5)Caste validity
6)Domicile
7)Nationality Certificate
8)Incomecer.
Adhart card.
8)Dose your institute allow for admission if leaving certificate is not avalibale?
Ans.No.LC is compulsory.
9)Can the candidate take the admission if he has no 8th,9th,marksheet?

Ans.If you don’t have 8th,9thmarksheets,you can submit performa Z attested by respective
principal of your school.
10)How do you convert CBSE marks in percentage?

FAQs about institutes
1.How your institute is beneficial for me?
Ans:G.H.R. contains all the facilities like
bus,hostel,library,expandedclassrooms,hygeneambience,naturalcampus.We provide the
education by well qualified and well experienced faculty.
2.Which courses are available in your institute?
Diploma in mechanical, Electrical, Computer, E&TC, IF.
3. What is the intake for every branch?
Mechanical- 120
Electrical- 60
E&TC-60
Computer-60
IF- 60
4. Is BUS facility available there?
Yes
5. Do you provide Hostel facility?
Yes
6.What is the website of your institute?
Ans. ghrpjal.raisoni.net
7.How can we download E-broucher?
Ans.On the homepage of website,one can check and download E-broucher.
8.How can one check the faculty profile?
Ans.On the homepageofwebsite,one can check Important Link Option.
9.We need the information about infrastructure of your college.
Ans.G.H.R.has special features like:Infrastructure with latest labs and equipments,well stocked
library,fully networked PC’s.
10.How many labs are available in the institute?
11.Is there arrangement for refreshments?
Ans.We have canteen facility with hygienic food.

